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SUMMARY

The hypothalamus plays crucial roles in regulating endocrine, autonomic, and behavioral functions via its diverse nuclei and neuronal subtypes. The developmental mechanisms underlying ontogenetic establishment of different hypothalamic nuclei and generation of neuronal diversity remain largely unknown. Here, we show that combinatorial T-box 3 (TBX3), orthopedia homeobox (OTP), and distal-less homeobox (DLX) expression delineates all arcuate nucleus (Arc) neurons and defines four distinct subpopulations, whereas combinatorial NKX2.1/SF1 and OTP/DLX expression identifies ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH) and tuberal nucleus (TuN) neuronal subpopulations, respectively. Developmental analysis indicates that all four Arc subpopulations are mosaically and simultaneously generated from embryonic Arc progenitors, whereas glutamatergic VMH neurons and GABAergic TuN neurons are sequentially generated from common embryonic VMH progenitors. Moreover, clonal lineage-tracing analysis reveals that diverse lineages from multipotent radial glia progenitors orchestrate Arc and VMH-TuN establishment. Together, our study reveals cellular mechanisms underlying generation and organization of diverse neuronal subtypes and ontogenetic establishment of individual nuclei in the mammalian hypothalamus.

INTRODUCTION

The hypothalamus is an evolutionarily conserved structure that mediates essential homeostatic states and primitive behavioral functions, such as humoral control, sleep and circadian rhythms, feeding, energy balance, aggression, and sexual behavior (Saper and Lowell, 2014). Specific hypothalamic functions rely on numerous hypothalamic nuclei (or areas) and diverse neuronal subtypes (Markakis, 2002; Romanov et al., 2019; Saper and Lowell, 2014). The complete neuronal composition of individual hypothalamic nuclei and mechanisms underlying their ontogenetic establishment, however, remain largely unknown. Understanding the neuronal composition of brain structures and mechanisms underlying production and organization of diverse neuronal subtypes is a fundamental quest in neuroscience, which also facilitates the precise mapping of neuronal connectivity and dissection of specific behavioral circuits (Albright et al., 2000).

The hypothalamus is developmentally derived from the secondary prosencephalon in the context of the prosomeric model (Puelles et al., 2012). The embryonic hypothalamic area is patterned and regionalized into multiple progenitor domains, which have been characterized by specific combinations of molecular markers, notably transcription factors (TFs) (Bedont et al., 2015; Burbridge et al., 2016). How individual progenitor domains generate diverse neuronal subtypes and drive the formation of hypothalamic nuclei remain elusive. One major obstacle is a lack of specific and unique markers for comprehensively identifying and categorizing all neurons of individual hypothalamic nuclei. As an alternative strategy, combinatorial TF expression has been successfully applied to decipher various biological processes, particularly in neural development (Flames et al., 2007; Jessell, 2000). More importantly, compared to neuropeptides, which are usually used to identify different hypothalamic nuclei, the earlier expression of TFs during development can facilitate the study of neuronal subtype origins and nucleus establishment. TFs play crucial roles in specification and production of neuronal subtypes in hypothalamic nuclei (Alvarez-Bolado, 2019; Bedont et al., 2015; Burbridge et al., 2016; Szarek et al., 2010; Xie and Dorsky, 2017). The arcuate nucleus (Arc) is composed of multiple discrete neuronal subtypes regulating
feeding behavior and energy balance. TBX3 (T-box 3) is essential for differentiation of anorexigenic proopiomelanocortin (POMC) neurons and orexigenic neuropeptide Y (NPY)/agouti-related peptide (AgRP) neurons (Eriksson and Mignot, 2009; Quarta et al., 2019; Sanz et al., 2019). OTP (orthopedia homeobox) and DLX1/2 (distal-less homeobox 1/2) coordinate the generation of NPY/AgRP neurons and tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) neurons (Lee et al., 2018; Yee et al., 2009). The ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH) and the abutting tuberal nucleus (TuN) are situated adjacent to the Arc dorsally (Canteras et al., 1994; Kremer, 1992).

The VMH, an essential region for energy homeostasis, aggression, and sexual behavior, is subdivided into dorsomedial (VMHdm), central (VMHc), and ventrolateral (VMHvl) regions with different cellular architecture, anatomic projections, and molecular characterizations (Kurrasch et al., 2007; McClellan et al., 2006). SF1 (steroidogenic factor 1/NR5A1) specifically demarcates the postnatal VMHbrev and determines the cytoarchitectural and neuronal distribution within the VMH (Cheung et al., 2013; Ikeda et al., 1995; McClellan et al., 2006; Shinoda et al., 1995; Tran et al., 2003). In contrast to the widely studied Arc and VMH, functions of the TuN are just beginning to be uncovered (Luo et al., 2018), and very little is known regarding its neuronal composition and development. Despite significant advances in functional studies and molecular analysis underlying neuron generation, cellular mechanisms underlying developmental establishment of the Arc, VMH, and TuN remain unknown.

Radial glia progenitors (RGP) serve as neural precursors in the embryonic central nervous system (Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla, 2009), and individual RGP lineages have a critical role in establishing both laminar and nuclear brain structures, such as neocortex (Gao et al., 2014; Liorca et al., 2019) and thalamus (Shi et al., 2017; Wong et al., 2019). Previous studies have observed diverse dispersion patterns of individual lineages in the chick hypothalamic area (Arnold-Aldea and Cepko, 1996; Golden and Cepko, 1996). However, the role of individual RGP lineages in the developmental establishment of distinct mammalian hypothalamic nuclei remains unclear. Furthermore, given the diverse neuronal subtypes within individual hypothalamic nuclei, the lineage relationships among different neuronal subtypes remain to be investigated.

Here, we first identified a set of TF combinations to comprehensively characterize all neurons of Arc, VMH, and TuN, and then applied these TF combinations to investigate the embryonic origin and developmental establishment of these nuclei. Through clonal lineage tracing, we uncovered the crucial role of individual RGP lineages in the production of diverse neuronal subtypes and ontogenetic establishment of the Arc, VMH, and TuN during development. Our findings reveal fundamental principles underlying the developmental establishment of hypothalamic nuclei and extend our understanding of cellular mechanisms that generate neuronal diversity.

RESULTS

Combinatorial TBX3, OTP, and DLX expression identifies all neurons in the Arc and defines four distinct subpopulations

To delineate neuronal composition in the Arc, we examined expression of different TFs (Figure 1A). Previous studies have shown that TBX3 (Eriksson and Mignot, 2009), OTP (Lee et al., 2018), and DLX (DLX1/DLX2 and DLX5/DLX6) bi-gene clusters are included herein; these genes are expressed in cells within the same lineage in the brain with DLX1/2 as upstream regulators of DLX5/6 (Eisenstat et al., 1999; Yee et al., 2009) each expressed by at least one neuronal subpopulation in the Arc. To identify DLX-lineage cells, we used DLX1/DLX2 antibodies and DLX5/6-Cre mice (Monory et al., 2006) crossed with nuclear-localized H2B-GFP reporter mice (He et al., 2012b) (hereafter, DLXGFP+ cells; Table S1). We validated that nearly all DLX1+ (98%) and DLX2+ cells (96%) contained DLXGFP in the Arc at postnatal day 0 (P0) (n = 4; Figure S1A). About 73% and 90% of DLXGFP+ cells (n = 4) expressed DLX1 and DLX2, respectively, suggesting that DLX1 and DLX2 were downregulated in some DLXGFP lineage cells later. Triple immunostaining of TBX3, OTP, and DLXGFP in P28 and P0 mice showed that each of these TFs labeled a subpopulation of Arc cells (Figures 1A–1C). TBX3 was also expressed in vimentin+ tanyocytes adjacent to the Arc (Figure S1B; Quarta et al., 2019). All TBX3+, OTP+, and DLXGFP+ cells in the Arc were NeuN+ neurons (Figures 1D and S1C–S1E), and combinatorial expression of TBX3, OTP, and DLXGFP+ labeled over 96% of all NeuN+ Arc neurons (Figure 1D).

Combinatory TBX3, OTP, and DLXGFP expression labels seven possible subpopulations (named Arc1–7 or A1–7; Figure 1E). At P28, more than 96% of TBX3+ neurons belonged to Arc1–4 (Figure 1E). Arc5–7 had minor contributions to each of TBX3+, OTP+, and DLXGFP+ populations (Figure 1E, lower panel), Arc5–7 are rare because the vast majority of OTP+ neurons expressed TBX3, and OTP+ and DLXGFP+ neurons are non-overlapping populations in the Arc with only 3% of OTP+ neurons containing DLXGFP and 2% of DLXGFP+ neurons expressing OTP (n = 3; Figures 1B and 1C). Immunostaining confirmed that less than 1% of OTP+ neurons expressed DLX1 and less than 2% of DLX1+ neurons expressed OTP (n = 4; P0; Lee et al., 2018). Anatomically, Arc1 neurons were dispersed throughout the Arc; Arc2 neurons were mainly located in the ventromedial region of Arc (Arcvm) with sparse distribution in the dorsomedial and ventrolateral lateral regions of Arc (Arcdm and Arcvl); Arc3 neurons were observed throughout the Arc with the lowest density in the Arcvm; and Arc4 neurons were mainly located in the Arcvm and Arcvl (Figures 1B, 1C, and 1F). We further confirmed that over 98% of DLX2+ neurons contain DLXGFP and about 90% of DLXGFP+ neurons express DLX2 at P28 (n = 3), and combinatorial TBX3, OTP, and DLX2 expression also delineated Arc1–4 subpopulations (Figures S1F–S1H). The similar proportions of Arc1–4 subpopulations identified by TBX3/OTP/DLXGFP (Figure 1E) and TBX3/OTP/DLX2 (Figure S1G) suggest that DLXGFP and DLX2 expression are largely interchangeable for delineating adult Arc1–4 subpopulations. Taken together, these results reveal that combinatorial TBX3, OTP, and DLX expression identifies nearly all Arc neurons and defines four major distinct neuronal subpopulations.

Arc subpopulations defined by TF combinations represent specific neuronal subtypes

Next, we systematically characterized TBX3, OTP, and DLXGFP expression in functional neuronal subtypes, including POMC, NPY/AgRP, and TH neurons at P28 and P0. Nearly all POMC+ neurons expressed TBX3 but rarely expressed OTP or DLXGFP...
87% of Arc1 neurons expressed POMC, and 93% of POMC+ neurons were Arc1 neurons (Figure 2B). To achieve better somatic labeling, NPY neurons were visualized by RNAscope fluorescent in situ hybridization at P28 (Figure 2C) and immunostaining at P0 (Figure S2B). Nearly all NPY neurons expressed TBX3 and OTP but rarely expressed DLXGFP (Figures 2C and S2B). 85% of TBX3+/OTP+ neurons contained NPY, and 95% of NPY neurons were TBX3+/OTP+ (Figure 2D), which are almost the same population as TBX3+/OTP+/DLXGFP- (Arc2) neurons, because nearly all OTP+ neurons expressed TBX3 and OTP but rarely expressed DLXGFP (Figures 2C and S2B).
Figure 2. Neuronal subpopulations defined by TF combinations represent specific neuronal subtypes in the Arc.

(A–F) Sample confocal images of POMC staining (A), NPY in situ (C), and TH staining (E), together with TBX3, OTP, and DLXGFP staining in the Arc and quantification (B, D, and F). Scale bars, 50 μm. Values represent mean ± SEM (n = 3).

(G–K) Sample confocal images of TBX3, OTP, DLX2, and vGlut2GFP (G and H) or vGATGFP (I and J) staining and quantifications (K). Scale bars, 50 μm. Values represent mean ± SEM (n = 3).

(L) Schematic summary of properties and organization of neuronal subpopulations defined by TF combinations in the Arc. See also Figure S2.
Figure 3. Molecular characterization of VMH and TuN neurons

(A–C) Sample confocal images of SF1, OTP, and DLXGFP staining at P0 (A) and NKX2.1, OTP, and DLXGFP staining at P0 (B) and P28 (C) in the VMH and TuN. Scale bars, 50 μm. Dorsomedial/central (VMHdm/c) and ventromedial (VMHvl) regions of the VMH are shown.

(D) Pie chart showing percentages of three neuronal subpopulations (TuN1–3) among all TF+ TuN neurons. Values represent mean (n = 3; P28).

(E) Schematic summary of molecular characterization and organization of VMH and TuN neurons.

(legend continued on next page)
neurons are devoid of DLXGFP in the Arc. Nearly all TH+ neurons expressed DLXGFP but rarely expressed TBX3 or OTP (Figures 2E and S2C). 79% of TBX3/DLX2GFP+ neurons expressed TH, and 94% of TH+ neurons were TBX3/DLX2GFP+ (Figure 2F), which are almost the same population as TBX3/OTP/DLXGFP+ (Arc4) neurons, because nearly all DLXGFP+ neurons are devoid of OTP in the Arc. We did not find a dominant functional marker expressed in Arc3 (TBX3/OTP/DLXGFP+) neurons, which may be a heterogeneous population of GABAergic neurons (see below and discussion). Together, these results demonstrate that Arc1, Arc2, and Arc4 subpopulations defined by combinatorial TBX3, OTP, and DLXGFP expression specifically represent POMC, NPY/AgRP, and TH neurons in the Arc, respectively.

To investigate glutamatergic and GABAergic phenotypes of TF+ Arc neurons, we crossed H2B-GFP reporter mice with the vGlut2-ires-Cre or vGAT-ires-Cre knockin mice to label glutamatergic (vGlut2GFP+) and GABAergic (vGATGFP+) neurons, respectively (Vong et al., 2011). Although 89% of vGlut2GFP+ neurons expressed TBX3, only 28% of TBX3+ neurons contained vGlut2GFP and nearly all OTP+ and DLX2+ neurons were devoid of vGlut2GFP (Figures 2G, 2H, 2K, S2D, S2E, and S2H). Hence, the majority of vGlut2GFP+ neurons belong to Arc1 (TBX3+/OTP+/DLXGFP-). In contrast, the majority of TBX3+ neurons and nearly all OTP+ and DLX2+ neurons contained vGATGFP (Figures 2I–2K and S2F–S2H). Thus, Arc2 (TBX3+/OTP-/DLXGFP+), Arc3 (TBX3+/OTP+/DLXGFP+), and Arc4 (TBX3-/OTP+/DLXGFP+) neurons are GABAergic. We confirmed that a subpopulation (53%) of POMC neurons were glutamatergic, and nearly all NPY (NPYmRNA+) and TH neurons were GABAergic (Figure S2I; Everitt et al., 1984; Ovesjö et al., 2001; Vong et al., 2011). These analyses show that all Arc2/NPY/AgRP, Arc3, and Arc4/TH neurons are GABAergic and a subpopulation of Arc1/POMC neurons are glutamatergic (Figure 2L).

To validate our molecular characterization of Arc neurons using TF combinations, we interrogated published single-cell transcriptome data of adult mouse Arc neurons (Campbell et al., 2017). Nine neuronal clusters (c0, c2, c3, c4, c6, c7, c10, c11, and c13) were identified among a total of 19 cell clusters (Figures S2J). The c4 cluster, representing 15% of all neurons, included SST+ cells (somatostatin) neurons (Taniguchi et al., 2011), which were enriched in the TuN (Luo et al., 2018). 93% of SSTGFP+ neurons expressed SF1 or NKX2.1 (≤2%; n = 3; Figures 3A and S3D). These results suggest that SST is preferentially expressed in TuN1 (OTP+/DLXGFP+) neurons.

We validated that 98% of DLX2+ cells contained DLXGFP and 88% of DLXGFP+ cells expressed DLX2 in the TuN (n = 4; P0). All OTP+ and/or DLXGFP+ cells were NeuN+ neurons, and combinations of OTP and DLXGFP expression identified about 92% of all TuN neurons (n = 3; P28; Figure S3B). Systematic analysis revealed that three neuronal subpopulations defined by OTP and DLXGFP combinations TuN1 (OTP+/DLXGFP+), TuN2 (OTP-/DLXGFP+), and TuN3 (OTP-/DLXGFP+) contributed 55%, 26%, and 19%, respectively (Figures 3D and 3E). Consistent with rare SF1+ and NKX2.1+ neurons in the TuN, there were few OTP+ or DLXGFP+ neurons expressing SF1 or NKX2.1+ (<1% of TuN; n = 3; Figures 3A–3C). We used the SST-Cre;H2B-GFP mice to label SST (somatostatin) neurons (Taniguchi et al., 2011), which have been found in the TuN (Luo et al., 2018). 93% of SSTGFP+ neurons expressed OTP, whereas 63% of OTP+ neurons contained SSTGFP, with few SSTGFP+ neurons expressing DLX2 (7%; n = 3; Figures S3C and S3D). These results suggest that SST is preferentially expressed in TuN1 (OTP+/DLXGFP+) neurons.

Together, these results demonstrate that NKX2.1 identifies the majority of VMH and NKX2.1+/SF1+ and NKX2.1+/Fshp+ SF1+ delineate the VMHhyp and VMHov, respectively (Figure 3E). Moreover, OTP and DLXGFP combinations identify the vast majority of TuN neurons, define three subpopulations, and delineate TuN neurons from NKX2.1-labeled VMH neurons.

**VMH and TuN neurons are glutamatergic and GABAergic, respectively**

We found that 99% of NKX2.1+ and SF1+ neurons contained vGlut2GFP, and less than 1% of NKX2.1+ and SF1+ neurons were vGATGFP (Figures F and G).

**NKRK2.1/SF1 and OTP/DLX identify VMH and TuN neurons, respectively**

Next, we investigated the VMH and TuN, which together are situated adjacent to the Arc dorsally (Figure 1A). Previous studies have shown that nearly all VMH neurons are derived from the SF1 lineage, but only VMHd/c neurons persistently express SF1 at postnatal stages (Cheung et al., 2013). 69% of all NeuN+ VMH neurons expressed SF1 at P28 (n = 3). SF1+ VMH neurons rarely expressed OTP or DLXGFP (<1%; n = 3; Figure 3A). Instead, NKX2.1 was expressed in all VMH subareas, with the highest expression in the VMHvl (Figures 3B, 3C, and 3E; Correa et al., 2015). About 80% of all NeuN+ VMH neurons expressed NKX2.1 (n = 3; Figure S3A). Less than 1.5% of NKX2.1+ VMH neurons expressed OTP or DLXGFP (n = 3; Figures 3B and 3C). NKX2.1 labels the majority of VMH neurons and can distinguish the VMHvl from the VMHd/c and the VMH from the lateral hypothalamus area (LHA) (Figures 3B and 3C).

See also Figure S3.
Mosaic and simultaneous generation of diverse neuronal subpopulations in the embryonic Arc

We next applied the identified TF combinations to investigate developmental generation of neuronal diversity in hypothalamic nuclei. We first systematically investigated the TBX3, OTP, and DLXGFP combinations in the embryonic Arc. TBX3 delineates a midline domain of the basal hypothalamic region, from which the presumptive Arc, median eminence, pituitary stalk, and posterior pituitary are derived (Pontecorvi et al., 2008; Quarta et al., 2019; Trowe et al., 2013). To distinguish it from other subdomains and the “Arc” nucleus, the subdomain of the TBX3+ progenitor region that gives rise to Arc neurons is referred to as “pArc” (progenitor domain of arcuate nucleus; Figure 4A).

Expression of TBX3, OTP, and DLXGFP were analyzed at embryonic day 11.5 (E11.5), E12.5, E13.5, and E15.5. TBX3 was expressed in both progenitors of the pArc and many differentiating Arc neurons, whereas OTP and DLXGFP were only expressed in differentiating neurons (Figures 4B and 4C). OTP+ and DLXGFP+ neurons were distributed in a mutually exclusive, salt-and-pepper pattern (Figures 4B and 4C). Although nearly all OTP+ and DLX2+ neurons in the VMH, although rare, contained vGlut2GFP, but not vGATGFP (Figures 3F–3I, S3E, and S3F). All OTP+ and DLX2+ neurons in the VMH, although rare, contained vGATGFP but were devoid of vGlut2GFP (P28/P0; n = 3; Figures 3F, 3G, and S3E–S3H), consistent with VMH as a glutamatergic nucleus devoid of GABAergic neurons (Ovesjo et al., 2001; Vong et al., 2011; Ziegler et al., 2002). All NKX2.1+ neurons in the TuN, although rare, contained vGlut2GFP, but not vGATGFP (Figures 3F, 3G, S3E, and S3F). Over 97% of all OTP+ and DLX2+ neurons in the TuN contained vGATGFP, but less than 2% contained vGlut2GFP (P28/P0; n = 3; Figures 3F–3I, S3E, and S3F). All OTP+ and DLX2+ neurons in the VMH, although rare, contained vGATGFP but were devoid of vGlut2GFP (Figures 3F–3I, S3E, and S3F). Together, these results indicate that nearly all VMH neurons are glutamatergic and nearly all TuN neurons are GABAergic.

Diverse lineages from multipotent pArc progenitors drive developmental Arc establishment

To further interrogate the cellular mechanism underlying the generation of neuronal diversity, we performed clonal lineage tracing using the Cre-mediated MADM (mosaic analysis with double markers) system (Hippemeyer et al., 2010; Zong et al., 2005; Figure S5A; see STAR methods). To specifically and temporally label hypothalamic progenitors, we introduced the Rax-CreERT2 line into the MADMGT/TG system (Pak et al., 2014). In the embryonic hypothalamus, Rax was only expressed in progenitors of the ventricular zone, including the pArc domain as early as E9.5 (Lu et al., 2013; Figure S5B). We confirmed the reliability of the Rax-CreERT2 line with Rax-CreERT2;H2B-GFP mice. A single dose of tamoxifen was administered to timed pregnant mice at E9.5, and brain samples were analyzed at E13.5. GFP+ progenitors and neurons were observed in the Arc, VMH, dorsomedial hypothalamus, paraventricular area (Pa), subparaventricular area (SPA), mammillary body area, median eminence, pituitary stalk, and posterior pituitary (Figure S5B; data not shown). No cells were labeled without tamoxifen administration (n = 5; P0 mice).

We injected a single dose of tamoxifen into timed pregnant Rax-CreERT2;MADMGT/TG mice at E9.5 and analyzed brains at E11.5/E12.5 for short-term tracing (Figure S5C). The dose of tamoxifen was optimized to achieve very sparse labeling, and serial sections were reconstructed to capture all labeled cells. Both green/red and yellow clones were observed in the hypothalamic area (Figures 5A and 5D). About 32% of hemispheres contained only one clone, and about 5% of them contained two or more clones in the hypothalamus (Figure 5B). The remaining hemispheres (63%) were devoid of any labeled cells in the hypothalamus.

To investigate features of individual hypothalamic progenitors, we specifically focused on green/red clones from G2-X events, which reveal the division pattern of original progenitors and their lineage potential (Bonaguidi et al., 2011; Gao et al., 2014; Zong et al., 2005). Among a total of 37 short-term (E9.5–E11.5/12.5) green/red clones recovered in the hypothalamus, the
majority (65%) contained two RGPs (one green and one red and always close to each other; Figure 5A), indicating original symmetric division (Figure 5C). We also observed green/red clones with only one RGP (one/two and 5% more than two) red/green-differentiating cells (Figure S5E), indicating original asymmetric division (Figure 5C). In addition, clones with more than two RGPs (RGPhaving undergone proliferative symmetric division following the original division; 14%; Figures 5C and S5F) and a few clones without RGPs (only green and red differentiating cells; 8%; Figure S5G) were also observed.

To take advantage of some retained hypothalamic RGPs at P0 for position identification (Mirzadeh et al., 2017), we investigated P0 Rax-CreERT2:R26RmTmG/TmG mice for long-term tracing.
**Figure 5. Diverse lineages from multipotent pArc progenitors drive developmental Arc establishment**

(A) Sample confocal images of a short-term symmetric G2-X clone in the embryonic Arc of the Rax-CreER\(^{T2}\):MADM\(^{GT/ TG}\) mouse. Scale bars, 50 \(\mu\)m and 20 \(\mu\)m (magnified images).

(B) Summary of percentages of hemispheres with indicated numbers of clones in the hypothalamus (91 green/red and yellow clones from 212 hypothalamic hemispheres; E9.5–E11.5/E12.5).

(C) Schematic drawing showing symmetric division and asymmetric division of G2-X segregation in the MADM\(^{GT/ TG}\) system. The complete lineages of individual RGPs are highlighted with purple rectangles. IPC, intermediate progenitor cell; N, neuron; RGP, radial glia progenitor.

(legend continued on next page)
(Figure S5C). Because RGPG and RGPR lineages are equipotent in principle in the MADMGT/GTG system, we only used the defined “complete individual RGPG lineages” from the speculated symmetric division of G2-X events to analyze the individual pArc lineages (Figure 5C; see STAR methods). Because we used TBX3, OTP, and DLX combinations for Arc1–4 subpopulation identification and had limited available color channels, we developed a staining/restaining approach (Figure S5H; see STAR methods) for systematic analysis of neuronal production from individual pArc progenitors.

Among a total of 19 recovered complete individual RGPG lineages of the Arc (E9.5–P0), 68% contained at least one retained RGPG (RGPG or RGPP; Figure S5I). All neurons from individual RGPG lineages with RGPs were restricted within the Arc, suggesting that pArc progenitors only generate Arc neurons. The RGPG lineages had variable sizes containing 3–12 neurons (mean = 5; Figure 5E). The vast majority of RGPG lineages consisted of two (58%) or three (37%) neuronal subpopulations, whereas 5% consisted of only one neuronal subpopulation and none consisted of all Arc1–4 subtypes (Figure 5F). The RGPG lineages were surprisingly diverse with various lineage types corresponding to Arc1–4 combinations (Figure 5F). The numbers of neurons per subpopulation within each lineage were also highly variable (Figure 5G). Notably, some neurons from 26% of RGPG lineages were devoid of TBX3, OTP, or DLX1 (NA in Figure 5G), consistent with downregulation of DLX1 in some DLXGFP+ neurons (Figure S1A) and the existence of rare TBX3+/OTP-/DLXGFP- Arc neurons (Figure 1D). The downregulation of DLX1 in some DLXGFP+ neurons, thus not detected by DLX1 antibodies, may lead to an underestimation of lineages containing DLX-lineage neurons and the lack of lineages consisting of all Arc1–4 subpopulations. Together, our results uncover that the pArc progenitors are multipotent and generate variable numbers of neurons with various combinations of Arc1–4 subpopulations to drive the developmental establishment of the Arc (Figure 5H).

Mosaic generation of glutamatergic VMH neurons and GABAergic TuN neurons from a common embryonic progenitor domain

To explore the embryonic development of the VMH and TuN, we first examined the expression of SF1 and OTP at embryonic stages. SF1 expression in the basal hypothalamus region was detected as early as E9.5 (Ikeda et al., 2001) and demarcated the presumptive VMH from E11.5 (Figure S6A). We refer to the progenitor region that gives rise to VMH neurons as “pVMH” (progenitor domain of VMH), which is adjacent to the pArc dorsally (Figures 6A and S6A). Surprisingly, sparse OTP+ neurons also emerged from the pVMH and intermingled with SF+ neurons in a mutually exclusive, salt-and-pepper pattern between E10.5 and E13.5 (Figures 6B and S6B). Moreover, OTP+ neurons generated from the pVMH migrated laterally and accumulated in the presumptive TuN from E12.5 (Figures 6B and S6B).

NKX2.1 delineates the basal hypothalamic region, including the pVMH (Lu et al., 2013; Marin et al., 2002), and was found to be persistently expressed in many neurons (Figure 6C). Although rare OTP+ neurons in the presumptive TuN expressed NKX2.1, many OTP+ neurons adjacent to the pVMH progenitors expressed NKX2.1 at E12.5 (Figure 6C, upper panel), suggesting that OTP+ neurons downregulated NKX2.1 expression while migrating laterally. Fate-mapping analysis using the NKX2.1-Cre:R26R-GFP mice (Xu et al., 2008) confirmed that nearly all OTP+ neurons in the TuN contained NKX2.1GFP and thus were derived from the NKX2.1 lineage (P0/P28: 96%/97%; n = 3; Figure 6C, lower panel). Sparse DLX2+ neurons were also generated from the pVMH, which migrated laterally, downregulated NKX2.1 expression, and accumulated in the presumptive TuN (Figure 6D, upper panel). Assessment of co-localization of DLX2 and NKX2.1GFP at P0 indicated that nearly all DLX2+ neurons were also derived from the NKX2.1 lineage (98%; n = 3; P0; Figure 6D, lower panel). Notably, the OTP/DLX-labeled TuN neurons, which were GABAergic (Figures 3G, 3I, and S3F) and derived from the NKX2.1 lineage (Figures 6C and 6D), were different from the OTP/DLX-labeled TuN neurons, which were GABAergic (Figures 3G and 3I) and generated from the paraventricular area (Spa) (Figure 6D; Lu et al., 2013; Puelles et al., 2012). In addition, there were many OTP+/DLXGFP+ cells (TuN2) in the TuN, but not in the LHA (Figures 3A–3C).

Given the glutamatergic identity of VMH neurons and GABAergic identity of TuN neurons at postnatal stages, it was unexpected that VMH and TuN neurons originate from a common pVMH domain. To provide more evidence of a common embryonic origin of glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons, we examined co-expression of SF1 or OTP with vGluT2GFP from vGluT2-Cre:R26R-GFP mice and GAD2GFP from GAD2-Cre:R26R-GFP mice (Taniguchi et al., 2011), which is expressed earlier in developing GABAergic neurons than vGATGFP from vGAT-Cre:R26R-GFP mice at E12.5. In addition to large numbers of SF1+/vGluT2GFP+ VMH neurons (Figure S6C), we indeed...
observed that sparse OTP+/GAD2GFP+ TuN neurons emerged from pVMH (Figure S6D).

Taken together, these results reveal that glutamatergic NKX2.1/SF1-labeled VMH neurons and GABAergic OTP/DLX-labeled TuN neurons are mosaically generated from a common embryonic pVMH domain, instead of spatially segregated progenitor subdomains.

Sequential and outside-in production of the VMH/TuN neurons

The common origin of VMH and TuN neurons from the pVMH suggests that the VMH-TuN has a laminar-like organization with VMHdm/c, VMHvl, and TuN subareas from medial to lateral, respectively, which can be delineated with low NKX2.1 expression in VMHdm/c, high NKX2.1 expression in VMHvl, and OTP/DLXGFP expression in TuN. To investigate the timing of neuronal production in the VMH-TuN, timed pregnant DLX5/6-Cre:H2B-GFP mice from E9.5 to E15.5 were injected with a single pulse of BrdU and brain samples were examined at P21. Quantification of the distribution of BrdU* cells generated at different times revealed that VMH-TuN neurons have a sequential and outside-in birth order, with early-born neurons mainly located in lateral subareas and late-born neurons in medial subareas (Figures 6E–6G).

The vast majority of VMHdm/c and TuN neurons were born between E10.5 and E12.5, with a peak at E11.5 (Figures 6E, 6F, 6H, S6E, and S6F). VMHvl neurons were mainly generated between E11.5 and E13.5, with a peak at E12.5 (Figures 6E, 6F, and 6H). Notably, the VMHvl neurons were generated simultaneously (Figure 6H), consistent with the mosaic (salt-and-pepper) generation of the VMH and TuN neurons between E10.5 and E13.5 (Figures 6B and 6G). Together, these results reveal that the VMH-TuN as a whole has a laminar-like structure, and VMH-TuN neurons are produced in a sequential and outside-in histogenetic order (Figure 6I).

Diverse lineages from multipotent pVMH progenitors orchestrate VMH/TuN development

Finally, we investigated features of individual pVMH progenitors using the Rax-CreER<sup>T2</sup>:MADM<sup>ROS/ROS</sup> system (Figures S5B and 7A). We analyzed E9.5–E11.5/E12.5 clones for short-term tracing and E9.5–P0 clones for long-term tracing (Figure 7C). The generation of VMH neurons from pVMH progenitors was confirmed by SF1 staining with short-term clones (Figure 7B). Analysis of OTP expression using short-term and long-term clones with retained RGPs showed that pVMH progenitors indeed generated the OTP* TuN neurons (Figures 7C and 7D).

We only used the defined “complete individual RGPG lineages” from the speculated symmetric division of G2-X events to quantify the individual pVMH lineages for long-term tracing (E9.5–P0; Figure 5C). NKX2.1 and OTP were used to identify VMH and TuN neurons, respectively. The VMH-TuN subareas VMH<sub>dm/c</sub>, VMH<sub>vl</sub>, and TuN were delineated by coordinating the NKX2.1 expression level, OTP expression, and DAPI counterstaining (see STAR methods). Among a total of 30 recovered complete individual RGPG lineages in the VMH-TuN, 67% retained at least one RGP (RGB<sup>0</sup> or RGB<sup>+</sup>; Figures 7D, S7A, and S7B). All neurons of individual pVMH lineages with RGPs were retained within the VMH-TuN, suggesting that pVMH progenitors only generate VMH-TuN neurons. The neurons of individual pVMH lineages with or without RGPs exhibited various distribution patterns. About 40% of the lineages contained both VMH and TuN neurons (Figures 7D, 7F, and S7A), about 57% contained only VMH neurons (Figures 7E, 7F, and S7B), and 3% contained only TuN neurons (Figure 7F). The size of the lineages was highly variable, ranging from 1 to 13 neurons (mean = 6; Figure 7G). Although most neurons of individual lineages were distributed in the VMH, only one/two (or zero) neurons were usually observed in the TuN (Figure 7G). Analysis of the neuron distribution in VMH-TuN subareas VMH<sub>dm/c</sub>, VMH<sub>vl</sub>, and TuN showed that the majority of lineages (83%) was distributed in more than one subarea, with 27% of lineages distributed in all three subareas (Figure 7H). The distribution of individual lineages was very diverse, with various configurations of subarea distributions (Figure 7H). Moreover, the number of neurons in each subarea within each type of configuration was also highly variable (Figure 7I).

Together, these results reveal that the vast majority of pVMH progenitors are multipotent and generate variable numbers of neurons and multiple neuronal subpopulations, including glutamatergic VMH neurons and GABAergic TuN neurons, to orchestrate the development of the VMH and TuN (Figure 7J).

DISCUSSION

Using immunohistology and a large number of transgenic reporter mice, our study decoded the ontogenetic development of the hypothalamic Arc, VMH, and TuN (Figure 8A). Using combinatorial TBX3, OTP, and DLX expression analysis, we comprehensively identified all Arc neurons and defined four...
Figure 7. Diverse lineages from multipotent pVMH progenitors orchestrate VMH and TuN development

(A) Schematic drawing showing the last symmetric division of G2-X segregation from pVMH progenitors with complete individual lineages highlighted with rectangles.

(B and C) Sample confocal images of short-term symmetric G2-X clones from the pVMH of the Rax-CreERT2;MADMGT/TG mice. The pVMH progenitors can generate SF1+ (B) and OTP+ (C) neurons. Scale bars, 50 μm and 20 μm (magnified images).

(D) Sample confocal images of a long-term symmetric G2-X clone from the pVMH (upper panel) and schematic drawing of the distribution and OTP expression of cells from the RGPG and RGPR lineages (lower panel). Both RGPG and RGPR lineages consist of VMH and TuN neurons. Note the retained RGPR in section 5.

Scale bars, 50 μm and 20 μm (magnified images).
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**Figure 8.** Schematic diagram of ontogenetic development and neuronal subpopulations of Arc and VMH-TuN

(A) Summary of ontogenetic establishment of Arc and VMH-TuN. The individual multipotent pArc and pVMH progenitors give rise to diverse neuronal sub-populations in Arc and VMH-TuN, respectively.

(B) Summary of neuronal composition in Arc and VMH-TuN defined with combinatorial TF expression.

distinct subpopulations (Arc1–4; Figure 8B). We also characterized three TuN subpopulations (TuN1–3) with OTP and DLX
combinations and delineated TuN neurons from abutting NKX2.1/SF1-labeled VMH neurons (Figure 8B). Using these TF combinations as tools, immunohistological analysis and BrdU birth dating demonstrated that four Arc subpopulations are mosaically and simultaneously generated from the pArc during embryonic stages, whereas, unexpectedly, glutamatergic VMH neurons and GABAergic TuN neurons are mosaically and sequentially generated from the common pVMH. MADM-based clonal lineage tracing further demonstrated diverse and highly variable lineages from multipotent pArc and pVMH progenitors. Collectively, these results reveal the complete neuronal composition of the Arc, VMH, and TuN and uncover the crucial role of individual RGP lineages in driving the formation of these nuclei. Our study provides a framework for studying and understanding neuronal composition, generation of neuronal diversity, and developmental establishment of individual hypothalamic nuclei and other complex brain structures.

**Comprehensive characterization of neurons in hypothalamic nuclei with TF combinations**

One reason for poor characterization of the neuronal composition of individual hypothalamic nuclei previously is the reliance on the expression of specific neuropeptides, which usually label only a neuronal subpopulation within individual nuclei (McClellan et al., 2006; Stuber and Wise, 2016; Swanson and Sawchenko, 1983). Recent applications of single-cell transcriptome analyses provide an advanced tool to comprehensively survey neuronal diversity of hypothalamic nuclei (Campbell et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2017; Mickelsen et al., 2019; Moffitt et al., 2018); however, it is challenging to use this approach to identify all neurons of individual nuclei with spatial and temporal information or to perform lineage analysis of individual progenitors. Future DNA barcoding followed with single-cell spatial transcriptome analysis may overcome these limitations (Weinreb et al., 2020). Our study suggests that TF combinations are a powerful tool for comprehensively identifying and spatially categorizing all neurons of individual hypothalamic nuclei. Nearly all Arc neurons and four discrete neuron subpopulations (Arc1–4) can be recognized by TBX3, OTP, and DLX combinations. The proportions of Arc1–4 subpopulations delineated by TBX3/OTP/DLX2 (Figure S1G) were consistent with the results from TBX3/OTP/DLX2 (Figure S1E) at the adult stage, suggesting that DLX2 expression is largely equivalent to Cre-dependent DLX GFP expression for identifying adult Arc subpopulations. Importantly, the Arc1, Arc2, and Arc4 subpopulations mainly represent the functionally characterized POMC, NPY/AgRP, and TH neurons, respectively, which are consistent with previous immunohistological studies (Eriksson and Mignot, 2009; Lee et al., 2018;
Energy expenditure (Campbell et al., 2017; Kong et al., 2012). GABAergic characterizations of Arc3 neurons are similar to previously described RIP-Cre neurons, which sense leptin and drive energy expenditure (Campbell et al., 2017; Kong et al., 2012).

We showed that NKX2.1 labels both SF1+ VMHenvc neurons and VMHdm neurons, and the OTP and DLX5/6 combinations identify the vast majority of TuN neurons and further define three TuN subpopulations (TuN1–3), including TuN1/SST neurons. Our results are consistent with previous findings that conditional knockout of NKX2.1 using the SF1-Cre line in the VMH decreases ERα and Tac1 neurons in the VMH (Correa et al., 2015) and that SST neurons of the TuN are lost in the OTP mutant mice (Acampora et al., 1999). Given the crucial role of TuN1 (SST) neurons in regulating feeding behavior (Luo et al., 2018), our results raise the question of the functional significance of TuN2 and TuN3 neurons.

Spatiotemporal mechanisms of neuron production and organization in the hypothalamic nuclei

The embryonic hypothalamus is spatially patterned and subdivided into many distinct progenitor domains along rostro-caudal and dorso-ventral dimensions (Díez-Roux et al., 2011; Ferran et al., 2015; Shimogori et al., 2010). The relationships between individual progenitor domains and particular nuclei remain to be confirmed. Our results uncover the embryonic origin of Arc neurons from pArc and the common origin of VMH and TuN neurons from pVMH and corroborate the model that individual spatially patterned progenitor domains give rise to specific nuclei (Puelles et al., 2012). We also found that VMH-TuN neurons are generated in an outside-in temporal manner, consistent with previous observations (Shimada and Nakamura, 1973; Tran et al., 2003).

In the central nervous system, including the telencephalon (Marin and Müller, 2014), thalamus (Viroliainen et al., 2012), brain stem (Gray, 2008), and spinal cord (Alaynick et al., 2011), glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons are mainly generated from distinct progenitor domains. However, generation of glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons from a common progenitor domain was observed in specific domains of the brain stem (Nakatani et al., 2007) and spinal cord (Cheng et al., 2004) at late embryonic stages. Our results demonstrated that both glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons are generated from the pArc and pVMH. Although glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons from the pArc intermingled within the Arc, those from the pVMH are segregated into the VMH and TuN. Importantly, our clonal analysis demonstrated that a single RGP can generate both glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons in the hypothalamus in vivo. Our findings thus reveal the diverse mechanisms underlying the production and organizational principle of glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons and provide insight into the developmental establishment of brain structures.

Features and lineage diversity of individual hypothalamic progenitors

Little is known about the role of individual hypothalamic progenitor lineages in the development of hypothalamic nuclei (Zhou et al., 2020). Taking advantage of the sparse MADM labeling system for clonal lineage analysis and TF combinations for neuronal subpopulation identification, our study revealed that the pArc progenitors are multipotent and can generate highly diverse lineage types consisting of various combinations of Arc1–4 subpopulations of different numbers. POMC, NPY/AgRP, and TH neurons are derived from the Arc1, Arc2, and Arc4 subpopulations, respectively, suggesting that individual pArc progenitors give rise to various combinations of POMC, NPY/AgRP, and TH neurons. About half of the individual pVMH progenitors generate both glutamatergic VMH neurons and GABAergic TuN neurons, whereas individual pVMH progenitors generating only TuN neurons were rarely observed, indicating that nearly all TuN neurons have a common origin with VMH neurons from individual pVMH progenitors. Our further analysis of neuron distribution indicated that the individual pVMH lineages are very diverse, and different lineage types comprise different combinations of the VMHenvc, VMHdm, and TuN neurons. Our lineage analysis did not distinguish between VMHenvc and VMHdm and among TuN1–3, suggesting even more diverse lineage potentials. These results uncover that the vast majority of pVMH progenitors are multipotent progenitors, and the diverse lineages from the multipotent pVMH progenitors orchestrate the developmental establishment of the VMH and TuN.

Previous studies of the developing retina and neocortex suggested that multipotent neural progenitors progressively restricted their competence and sequentially generate different neuronal subtypes (Cepko, 2014; Kohwi and Doe, 2013). However, this classic competence model was challenged by recent studies, which suggested that individual neural progenitors subjected to stochastic factors give rise to diverse lineages with various combinations of neuronal subtypes (He et al., 2012a; Llorca et al., 2019). Our findings that diverse and variable lineages drive developmental establishment of the Arc and VMH-TuN resonate with these findings and raise the question of how pArc and pVMH progenitors achieve such a rich diversity of lineages. One possibility is that the RGPs are homogeneous and equipotent but behave heterogeneously and stochastically to generate diverse combinations of neuronal subtypes (He et al., 2012a). Another possibility is that the RGPs are heterogeneous and limited RGP types behave heterogeneously and stochastically to generate diverse combinations of neuronal subtypes (Llorca et al., 2019). It is also possible that multiple different RGP types with restricted potential generate specific combinations of neuronal subtypes (Franco et al., 2012). Future studies investigating the behaviors and molecular characterizations of the pArc and pVMH progenitors will uncover mechanisms underlying the lineage diversity.

In summary, our study uncovers the neuronal composition and ontogenetic establishment of the hypothalamic Arc, VMH, and TuN and highlights the power of TF combinations to study brain development and the critical role of individual progenitor lineages in generating neuronal diversity and orchestrating brain structure formation. Our study will also advance the investigation of hypothalamic development and provide insight into how diverse neuronal subtypes are produced and organized in the nervous system.
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## STAR METHODS

### KEY RESOURCES TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antibodies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat anti-BrdU</td>
<td>Novus Biologicals</td>
<td>Cat#: NB500-169; RRID: AB_10002608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea Pig anti-DLX2</td>
<td>(Kuwajima et al., 2006)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea Pig anti-DLX1</td>
<td>(Lee et al., 2018)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit anti-DLX1</td>
<td>(Lee et al., 2018)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken anti-GFP</td>
<td>Aves Labs</td>
<td>Cat#: GFP 1020; RRID: AB_10000240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goat anti-GFP</td>
<td>Rockland</td>
<td>Cat#: 600-101-215; RRID: AB_218182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse anti-NeuroD1</td>
<td>Millipore</td>
<td>Cat#: MAB377; RRID: AB_2298772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit anti-NKX2.1</td>
<td>Santa Cruz</td>
<td>Cat#: sc-13040; RRID: AB_793532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit anti-NPY</td>
<td>Peninsula Laboratories</td>
<td>Cat#: T-4069; RRID: AB_518503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea Pig anti-OTP</td>
<td>Clontech</td>
<td>Cat#: M195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit anti-OTP</td>
<td>ABclonal</td>
<td>Cat#: A13188; RRID: AB_2760039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit anti-POMC</td>
<td>Phoenix Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>Cat#: H-029-30; RRID: AB_2307442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit anti-Rax</td>
<td>Clontech</td>
<td>Cat#: M228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit anti-RFP</td>
<td>Rockland</td>
<td>Cat#: 600-401-379; RRID: AB_2209751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goat anti-mCherry</td>
<td>Biorbyt</td>
<td>Cat#: orb11618; RRID: AB_2687829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit anti-SF1 (Nr5a1)</td>
<td>Cosmo Bio</td>
<td>Cat#: KAL-KO611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goat anti-TBX3</td>
<td>Santa Cruz</td>
<td>Cat#: sc-17871; RRID: AB_661666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit anti-TH</td>
<td>Novus Biologicals</td>
<td>Cat#: NB300-109; RRID: AB_350437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit anti-Vimentin</td>
<td>Abcam</td>
<td>Cat#: ab92547; RRID: AB_10562134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqua-Mount Mounting Media</td>
<td>Thermo Fisher Scientific</td>
<td>Cat#: 13800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrdU</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>Cat#: B9285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colchicine</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>Cat#: C9754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corn oil</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>Cat#: C8267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAPI</td>
<td>Thermo Fisher Scientific</td>
<td>Cat#: D1306; RRID: AB_2629482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donkey serum</td>
<td>Millipore</td>
<td>Cat#: S30-100ML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraformaldehyde</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>Cat#: P6148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium tetraborate decahydrate</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>Cat#: B9876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamoxifen</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>Cat#: T5648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFM Tissue Freezing Medium</td>
<td>GeneralData</td>
<td>Cat#: TFM-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium citrate dihydrate</td>
<td>Thermo Fisher Scientific</td>
<td>Cat#: S279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Critical commercial assays</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNAscope® Multiplex Fluorescent Reagent Kit v2</td>
<td>Advanced Cell Diagnostics</td>
<td>Cat#: 323100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNAscope® Probe- Mm-NPY</td>
<td>Advanced Cell Diagnostics</td>
<td>Cat#: 313321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSA Plus Fluorescein</td>
<td>Akoya Biosciences</td>
<td>Cat#: NEL741001KT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSA Plus Cyanine 3</td>
<td>Akoya Biosciences</td>
<td>Cat#: NEL744001KT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experimental models: organisms/strains</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse: Dlx5/6-Cre: Tg(dlx5a-cre)1Mekk/J</td>
<td>Jackson laboratory</td>
<td>008199; RRID: IMSR_JAX:008199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse: Nr2c2-1-Cre: C57BL/6J-Tg(Nr2c2-1-cre)2Sand/J</td>
<td>Jackson laboratory</td>
<td>008661; RRID: IMSR_JAX:008661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse: SST-Cre: Ssttm2.1(cre)Zjh/J</td>
<td>Jackson laboratory</td>
<td>013044; RRID: IMSR_JAX:013044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse: vGAT-Cre: B6J.129S6(FVB)-Slc32a1tm2(cre)Lowl/Mward</td>
<td>Jackson laboratory</td>
<td>028862; RRID: IMSR_JAX:028862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse: vGlut2-Cre: Slc17a6tm2(cre)Lowl/J</td>
<td>Jackson laboratory</td>
<td>016963; RRID: IMSR_JAX:016963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse: GAD2-Cre: Gad2tm2(cre)Zjh/J</td>
<td>Jackson laboratory</td>
<td>010802; RRID: IMSR_JAX:010802</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on next page)
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Hongjun Song (shongjun@penmedicine.upenn.edu).

Material availability
No new unique reagents were generated in the current study.

Data and code availability
Software used in this study is listed in the key resources table. There is no custom code used in the current study.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animals
Animals were housed in temperature and humidity-controlled facilities under 14 hour light/10 hour dark cycle and with food and water ad libitum. All transgenic mice used in this study were maintained on the C57BL/6 background. The wild-type C57BL/6 mice were purchased from Charles River. The time of pregnancy was determined by the presence of a vaginal plug (E0.5). The day of birth was designated as postnatal day 0 (P0). Both male and female mice were used for all experiments, and no obvious sex differences were observed. All animal procedures used in this study were performed in compliance with protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of University of Pennsylvania.

The source and information of all genetically modified mice are listed in the Key resources table.

Mouse: Rax-CreERT2: Raxtm1.1(cre/ERT2)Sbls/J Jackson laboratory 025521; RRID: IMSR_JAX:025521
Mouse: MADM11GT: Igs2tm1(ACTB-EGFP,-tdTomato)Luo/J Jackson laboratory 013749; RRID: IMSR_JAX:013749
Mouse: MADM11TG: Igs2tm2(ACTB-tdTomato,-EGFP)Luo/J Jackson laboratory 013751; RRID: IMSR_JAX:013751
Mouse: ROSa26loxp-STOP-loxp-H2B-GFP (He et al., 2012b) N/A
Mouse: C57BL/6 Charles River Cat#: CRL-027; RRID: IMSR_CRL-027

SOFTWARE AND ALGORITHMS

Imaris Bitplane https://imaris.oxinst.com/packages
SigmaPlot 13.0 Systat Software https://systatsoftware.com/
GraphPad Prism 8 GraphPad Software https://www.graphpad.com:443/
Photoshop CS6 Adobe https://www.adobe.com/
Heatmapper (Babicki et al., 2016) http://www1.heatmapper.ca/
Seurat (Butler et al., 2018) https://satijalab.org/seurat/

METHOD DETAILS

BrdU and Tamoxifen Treatments
BrdU (Bromodeoxyuridine) pulse labeling was used to analyze the birth-dating of neurons in the Arc, VMH and TuN. A stock solution of BrdU (10 mg/ml, Sigma, B9285) was made in saline solution (0.9%). A single injection of BrdU (50 mg/kg, body weight) was

A single injection of BrdU (50 mg/kg, body weight) was
administered intraperitoneally to the timed pregnant DLX5/6-Cre:H2B-GFP female mice at E9.5, E10.5, E11.5, E12.5, E13.5, E14.5, or E15.5. Mice were perfused at P21.

Tamoxifen treatment was used to activate Cre-ER in Rax-CreERT2 mice. Stock solutions of tamoxifen (66.67 mg/mL, Sigma, TS648) were prepared in a mixture (5:1) of corn oil and ethanol with 37 °C water bath and occasional vortexing, and were aliquoted and stored at −20 °C (Berg et al., 2019). For the fate-mapping study using Rax-CreERT2:H2B-GFP mice, timed pregnant females (E9.5) received a single intraperitoneal injection of tamoxifen (120 μg/g body weight), and embryos were examined at E13.5. The MADM system based on Cre-mediated interchromosomal recombination is a very sparse labeling system that requires a high dose of tamoxifen for induction (Hippenmeyer et al., 2010; Llorca et al., 2019). To achieve very sparse labeling using the Rax-CreERT2:MADMERTG system for clonal analysis, we first tested different tamoxifen injection doses. Tamoxifen was administered intraperitoneally to the timed pregnant females at E9.5 and embryos were analyzed at E11.5/E12.5. No labeled progenitors were found (n > 30; hypothalamic hemispheres) with doses of 40 μg/g (body weight). At the dose of 120 μg/g (body weight), a considerable number of hypothalamic hemispheres with sparsely labeled progenitors was observed. To achieve sparse labeling and also avoid severe embryonic lethality, we used tamoxifen injection doses at a range of 120-160 μg/g (body weight). Therefore, although the high doses of tamoxifen have a relatively long half-life, the high threshold for induction of the MADM system makes induction after three days highly unlikely to affect lineage analysis. For short-term lineage tracing, tamoxifen was administered at E9.5 and embryos were dissected at E11.5 or E12.5. For long-term lineage tracing, tamoxifen was administered at E9.5 and embryos were dissected at the expected delivery date (E19.5, referred to as P0) because tamoxifen treatment caused dystocia.

Brain Tissue Preparation and Sectioning
Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and then transcardially perfused with DPBS followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS. For embryonic samples, timed pregnant females were euthanized by cervical dislocation, and embryos were euthanized by decapitation before dissection. Brains were dissected and post-fixed in 4% PFA at 4 °C, and then cryoprotected in 30% sucrose solution overnight at 4 °C. All brains were embedded in tissue freezing medium (GeneralData, TFM-5), and stored at −80 °C before sectioning.

Coronal brain sections (30 μm for P21 and P28 samples, 40-50 μm for embryonic and P0 samples) were prepared with a cryostat (Leica, CM3050S). Sections were collected on Superfrost Plus Microscope Slides (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 12-550-15), and serial sections were collected for clonal analysis. Brain sections on slides were stored at −20 °C before immunostaining.

Immunohistology, Confocal Imaging and Counting
Brain sections on slides were washed in TBS, blocked and permeabilized with blocking solution (5% normal donkey serum and 0.1% Triton X-100 in TBS) for 2 hours at room temperature. Brain sections were then incubated with primary antibodies in blocking solution for ~48 hours at 4 °C. After washing in TBS, brain sections were incubated with secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch) and DAPI (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in blocking solution for 2 hours at room temperature. Sections were then washed in TBS and mounted with mounting media (Aqua-Mount, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 13800). All primary antibodies used in this study are listed in the Key resources table. Secondary antibodies (Cy2 or Alexa Fluor 488, Cy3 or Alexa Fluor 555, Cy5 or Alexa Fluor 647, Jackson ImmunoResearch) were used at a dilution of 1:400. In clonal analysis studies, the primary antibodies against GFP and tdTomato, and the corresponding secondary antibodies were used at a dilution of 1:2000.

Images were acquired with Zeiss LSM 710 or Zeiss LSM 810 confocal microscopes with 10X, 20X and 25X objectives. Images were analyzed using Imaris and Adobe Photoshop software. Brightness and contrast of entire images were adjusted as necessary for visualization. For cell counting, Tile Scan model was used to cover the corresponding nuclei. Five Z sections with 1 μm intervals (4 μm thick) were collected with Z stack Acquisition model. Maximum Intensity Projection of five Z sections were exported as TIFF format images. Cells were manually counted using Count Tool of Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Photoshop CS6). For all counting, the specific marker positive cells of the entire Arc, VMH or TuN nucleus in each section were counted, and DAPI was used to identify the cell nuclei. For each section, the integrated fluorescence intensity of each individual channel was measured in marker-negative cells and the positivity threshold was set at three times this value. For counting GFP+ neurons from H2B-GFP mice, and TBX3+, OTP+, DLX1+, DLX2+, NKX2.1+ and SF1+ neurons, a positive signal with nuclear morphology and DAPI+ nucleus was identified as a GFP+ neuron and TF+ neuron. For counting POMC+, NPY+ and TH+ neurons, a positive signal with cell body morphology and DAPI+ nucleus was recognized as a positive neuron. Because of the high sensitivity and specificity of RNAscope fluorescent in situ hybridization, neurons with punctate NPYmRNA+ signals surrounding the DAPI+ nuclei were identified as NPYmRNA+ neurons.

Antigen Retrieval Treatment
Antigen retrieval was performed for DLX2 and BrdU staining. Brain sections immunostained for DLX2 underwent antigen retrieval with Sodium Citrate Buffer (10 mM Sodium citrate, 0.05% Tween 20, pH 6.0). Sodium Citrate Buffer with brain sections on slides were heated to 100 °C, and were cooled down for one hour at room temperature. After washing in TBS, brain sections were immunostained with standard protocols. Brain sections stained for BrdU underwent antigen retrieval with HCl solution (2N HCl). Brain sections on slides were incubated in HCl solution for one hour at room temperature, and then washed in sodium borate buffer (0.1M sodium tetraborate decahydrate, pH 8.5; 2X10 minutes). After washing in TBS, brain sections were immunostained with standard protocols.
**In Situ Hybridization**

Coronal brain sections (30 μm) were prepared with a cryostat (Leica, CM3050S) and collected in wells of 24-well tissue culture plates. In situ hybridization was performed using the RNAscope Multiplex Fluorescent Kits (323100) according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Advanced Cell Diagnostics). In brief, brain sections were first pre-treated with hydrogen peroxide for 10 minutes at room temperature, then with protease III for 20 minutes at 40°C. After the pre-treatment steps, brain sections were incubated with NPY probes (RNAscope Probe–Mm–NPY, 313321) for 2 hours at 40°C and the standard RNAscope protocol was followed. TSA Plus Fluorescein (Akoya Biosciences, NEL74401KT) and TSA Plus Cyanine 3 (Akoya Biosciences, NEL74401KT) were used for color reactions. After washes, brain sections were immunostained for GFP, TBX3 and OTP using the standard procedure described above.

**Single-cell RNA Sequencing Analysis**

Single-cell RNA seq dataset of the adult mouse ARC was retrieved from a public repository (Campbell et al., 2017). Seurat v2.3.4 was used to analyze the single-cell RNA-seq data (Butler et al., 2018). Standard pre-processing pipelines, including normalization and scaling, were followed without additional modifications. Clustering and TSNE dimensionality reduction were performed based on empirically selected PCs (Figure S2J). For further analysis, neuronal cell clusters were identified based on enriched expression of neuronal markers SYT1 and SNAP25, and expression of selected genes in neuronal populations was generated using the DoHeatmap function (Figure S2K).

**MADM-based Clonal Lineage Analyses**

In the MADM<sup>GT/TG</sup> system, G2-recombination in dividing progenitors followed by X segregation (G2-X event) reconstitutes only green GFP or red tdTomato fluorescent marker in each daughter cell, resulting in permanent tracing of the two daughter cells and their descendent lineages (Figure S5A). In addition, G<sub>0</sub>-recombination followed by Z segregation (G<sub>0</sub>-Z event), G<sub>1</sub>, or G<sub>2</sub> recombination events leads to simultaneous expression of the reconstituted GFP and tdTomato in the same cell, resulting in yellow lineages (Figure S5A). It is important to note that our single-cell lineage analysis in this work takes advantage of G2-X events during cell division in the MADM system, but lineages of quiescent progenitors were not explicitly examined. Therefore, we cannot rule out the possibility that some quiescent progenitors in the pArc and pVMH at E9.5 could give rise to fate-restricted lineages later (Llorca et al., 2019).

For short-term (E9.5-E11.5/E12.5) clonal analysis using the *Rax-CreER<sup>T2</sup>:MADM<sup>GT/TG</sup>* system, expression of GFP and tdTomato without immunostaining was not strong enough to be observed in all fluorescent protein-containing cells under a fluorescence microscope. Serial sections of all brains were immunostained with GFP, tdTomato and a third marker (TBX3, OTP, or SF1), and counterstained with DAPI. Serial sections were then checked under a fluorescence microscope after staining. The hypothalamic hemispheres without any Green/Red (G/R) or Yellow (Y) clones were not imaged, but the number of the hemispheres was recorded. The median eminence and pituitary stalk (infundibulum) were excluded from our study because of poor neuron production. For the hypothalamic hemispheres containing labeled clones (G/R and/or Y) cells, images of serial sections from the first section containing labeled cell/cells to the last section containing labeled cell/cells were collected. The percentages of hemispheres containing one clone, two or more clones, or no clones were quantified. Only Green/Red clones from G2-X events were analyzed to investigate the features of individual hypothalamic progenitors. The RGPs of the hypothalamus were identified by a combination of the location (ventricular zone) and morphology (apical and radial processes). The division patterns of the individual hypothalamic RGPs were examined in detail.

For long-term (E9.5-P0) lineage analysis using the *Rax-CreER<sup>T2</sup>:MADM<sup>GT/TG</sup>* system, serial sections on slides were checked under a fluorescence microscope before immunostaining. All yellow clones were excluded from further analysis, and only Green/Red clones were used for individual lineage analysis. We reasoned that either the RGP<sup>G</sup> or RGP<sup>R</sup> lineage from the last symmetric division of the G2-X event represents a complete lineage of an individual hypothalamic RGP (Figure 5C). However, considering depleted RGP<sup>G</sup> and RGP<sup>R</sup> in some clones and the existence of clones with more than one persistent RGPs<sup>G</sup> or RGPs<sup>R</sup> resulting from symmetric division of RGP<sup>G</sup> or RGP<sup>R</sup>, we defined the “complete individual RGP<sup>G</sup> (or RGP<sup>R</sup>)” lineage from the speculated symmetric division of the G2-X event as the following: the RGP<sup>G</sup> (or RGP<sup>R</sup>) lineage with only one retained RGP<sup>G</sup> (or RGP<sup>R</sup>) contains certain differentiated cells, and the RGP<sup>G</sup> (or RGP<sup>R</sup>) lineage without RGP<sup>G</sup> (or RGP<sup>R</sup>) contains more than two differentiated cells (Figure 5C). In addition, the whole clone (including both green and red cells) from the speculated asymmetric division of the G2-X event represents a complete lineage of an individual RGP. Given that the RGP<sup>G</sup> and RGP<sup>R</sup> lineages are equipotent in principle in the MADM<sup>GT/TG</sup> system, we only used the defined “complete individual RGP<sup>G</sup> lineages” from the speculated symmetric division of G2-X events to analyze the individual pArc lineages (Figure 5C). The numbers of the green neurons, red neurons and retained RGPs were analyzed to find the “complete individual RGP<sup>G</sup> lineages” from the speculated symmetric division of G2-X event. Then the locations (Arc, VMH-TuN, or other areas) of the lineages were estimated, and the lineage analysis was performed according to the locations of the lineages. The median eminence and pituitary stalk (infundibulum) were excluded from our study because of poor neuron production. If both Arc and VMH-TuN lineages were found in the same brain (either in different hemispheres or in the same hemisphere), the brain sections were used to analyze the Arc lineages because the Arc lineages were difficult to collect due to the small area of pArc.

For brain sections with estimated individual RGP<sup>G</sup> lineages in the Arc, serial sections were immunostained with GFP, TBX3, OTP and DLX1 using the Staining/Restaining protocols (see details in the Restaining protocols below). The location of RGP<sup>G</sup>/RGP<sup>R</sup> progenitors (if existing) in the pArc was confirmed by TBX3 expression domain. The lineages with RGP<sup>G</sup>/RGP<sup>R</sup> progenitors located outside of the pArc domain (e.g., pVMH) were excluded from further analysis. Because all neurons of individual pArc lineages...
with RGPs were restricted in the Arc, which suggested pArc progenitors only generate the Arc neurons, we also recognized lineages without RGP<sub>G</sub>-RGP<sub>P</sub> progenitors (RGP depleted clones) but restricted in the Arc as pArc lineages. For the brain sections with estimated individual RGP<sub>G</sub> lineages in the VMH-TuN, the serial sections were immunostained with GFP (Cy2), NKX2.1 (Cy3), OTP (Cy5), and also counterstained with DAPI. The VMH-TuN subareas VMH<sub>dm/vc</sub>, VMH<sub>i</sub>, and TuN were delineated by coordinating NKX2.1 expression level, OTP expression and DAPI. The location of RGP<sub>G</sub>/RGP<sub>P</sub> progenitors (if existing) in the pVMH was confirmed by NKX2.1 expression in the ventricular zone and VMH. The lineages with RGP<sub>G</sub>/RGP<sub>P</sub> progenitors located outside of the pVMH domain (e.g., subparaventricular area or paraventricular area) were excluded from further analysis. Because all neurons of individual pVMH lineages with RGPs were restricted in the VMH-TuN, which suggested pVMH progenitors only generate the VMH-TuN neurons, we also recognized lineages without RGP<sub>G</sub>/RGP<sub>P</sub> progenitors (depleted clones) but restricted in the VMH-TuN as pVMH lineages. After identified as individual pVMH lineages, the distribution of all neurons from individual RGP<sub>G</sub> lineages in the VMH-TuN subareas VMH<sub>dm/vc</sub>, VMH<sub>i</sub>, and TuN was analyzed and quantified. Because only GFP<sup>+</sup> cells from the RGP<sub>G</sub> lineages were used to perform lineage analysis, the red tdTomato<sup>+</sup> cells from RGP<sub>P</sub> lineages can be neglected during the staining, or stained using the same Cy3 channel with NKX2.1. The red tdTomato<sup>+</sup> cells not stained with antibodies (processes cannot be recognized) were difficult to distinguish from the NKX2.1-Cy3 (also red) cells after staining. The red tdTomato<sup>+</sup> cells stained with antibodies (tdTomato-Cy3, processes can be recognized) can be distinguished from the NKX2.1-Cy3 (also red) cells after staining.

**Staining/Restaining Protocol**

To identify four Arc1-4 subpopulations with TBX3, OTP and DLX combinations in long-term (E9.5-P0) individual RGP<sub>G</sub> lineages, and to overcome the limitations of available color channels and antibody species, the following restaining method was used (Figure S8H). DLX1 antibody (Rabbit) was used to label DLX-lineage cells. Serial brain sections on slides were checked under a fluorescence microscope to identify the “complete individual RGP<sub>G</sub> lineages” before immunostaining. After the individual RGP<sub>G</sub> lineages in the Arc were identified, serial sections on slides were simultaneously immunostained with GFP (Chicken; Cy2), TBX3 (Goat; Cy3) and OTP (Guinea Pig; Cy5), and also counterstained with DAPI using standard immunostaining protocols (first round of staining). Images of the sections (GFP-Cy2, TBX3-Cy3, OTP-Cy5 and DAPI) were collected by confocal microscope (first set of images). Through the Staining/Imaging step, TBX3 and OTP expression in GFP<sup>+</sup> cells were obtained, which cannot be affected by the following Restaining step. Because the OTP<sup>+</sup> neurons and DLX1<sup>+</sup> neurons were mutually exclusive populations, the GFP<sup>+</sup>/OTP<sup>+</sup> cells were recognized as GFP<sup>+</sup>/OTP<sup>+</sup>/DLX1<sup>+</sup> cells and excluded from further DLX1 expression analysis, and the following DLX1-restaining can share the same color channel with OTP staining. Coverslips were removed carefully and sections on the slides were washed in TBS. Sections on slides were then immunostained with DLX1 (Rabbit; Cy5, the same color channel with OTP) using standard immunostaining protocols (secondary round of staining, restaining). Images of the sections (GFP-Cy2, TBX3-Cy3, OTP-DLX1-Cy5 and DAPI) were collected again by confocal microscope (second set of images). Through the Staining/Imaging step, DLX1 expression in GFP<sup>+</sup>/OTP<sup>+</sup> cells was obtained. After Staining/Restaining, TBX3, OTP and DLX1 expression in GFP<sup>+</sup> cells was obtained. Thus, four Arc1-4 subtypes can be identified within individual RGP<sub>G</sub> lineages. The reliability of DLX1-restaining was validated by comparing the Staining/Restaining of DLX1-Guinea Pig/DLX1-Rabbit with the normal double staining of DLX1-Guinea Pig and DLX1-Rabbit, both of which showed complete overlap of DLX1<sup>+</sup>-Guinea Pig neurons and DLX1<sup>+</sup>-Rabbit neurons (100%; n = 4; P0). The reliability of DLX1-restaining was also validated by comparing the Staining of OTP-Guinea Pig/DLX1-Rabbit with the normal double staining of OTP-Guinea Pig and DLX1-Rabbit, both of which showed non-overlapping OTP<sup>+</sup>-Guinea Pig neurons and DLX1<sup>+</sup>-Rabbit neurons (normal staining/restaining: OTP<sup>+</sup> neurons expressing DLX1, < 1%/ < 1%; DLX1<sup>+</sup> neurons expressing OTP, < 2%/ < 2%; n = 4; P0). Because only GFP<sup>+</sup> cells from the RGP<sub>G</sub> lineages were used to perform lineage analysis, the red tdTomato<sup>+</sup> cells from the RGP<sub>P</sub> lineages can be neglected during the staining and restaining, or immunostained using the same Cy3 channel with TBX3. The red tdTomato<sup>+</sup> cells without immunostaining with antibodies (processes cannot be recognized) were difficult to distinguish from the TBX3-Cy3 (also red) cells after staining and restaining (Figure S5D). The red tdTomato<sup>+</sup> cells immunostained with antibodies (tdTomato-Cy3, processes can be recognized) can be distinguished from the TBX3-Cy3 (also red) cells after staining and restaining.

**QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

All sample sizes and ages of the mice are indicated in the figure legends and text. All values are shown as mean ± SEM or mean, which are annotated in the figure legends. Statistical analyses were performed using SigmaPlot 13.0, GraphPad Prism 8, Microsoft Excel and Heatmapper (Babicki et al., 2016). In all population-level studies, hypothalamic hemispheres from different mice and several brain sections (3-4 sections for E15.5 and P0; 4-5 sections for P21 and P28) across rostro-caudal levels of specific nuclei were quantified.

For counting of the Arc, VMH and TuN neurons at P21 and P28, every sixth section (30 µm) was processed for different marker staining. After staining, 4-5 sections across the rostro-caudal levels from approximately bregma — 1.58 mm to bregma — 2.30 mm were selected for counting the Arc neurons. 4-5 sections across the rostro-caudal levels from approximately bregma — 1.34 mm to bregma — 2.06 mm were selected for counting the VMH and TuN neurons. For counting of the Arc, VMH and TuN neurons at P0, every fourth section (40 µm) was processed for different markers staining. After staining, 4 sections across the rostro-caudal levels of the Arc, VMH or TuN were selected for counting the neurons. For counting of the Arc neurons at E15.5, every third section...
(40-50 μm) was processed for staining of different markers. After staining, 3-4 sections across the rostro-caudal levels of the Arc were selected for counting the Arc neurons. Sections of different animals were selected from the similar rostro-caudal levels. All cells within a given nucleus were counted in each section for quantification. To delineate Arc1-7 subpopulations with TBX3, OTP, and DLXGFP combinations at P28, 15 sections were analyzed with 245-484 cells per section from three hypothalamic hemispheres were examined. To delineate Arc1-7 subpopulations with TBX3, OTP, and DLX2 combinations at P28, 15 sections with 373-509 cells per section from three hypothalamic hemispheres were examined. To identify TuN1-3 subpopulations with OTP and DLXGFP combinations at P28, 15 sections with 125-349 cells per section from three hypothalamic hemispheres were examined. To identify the VMH neurons (NeuN+) expressing NKX2.1, 15 sections with 753-1400 cells per section from three hypothalamic hemispheres were examined. To identify the VMH neurons (NeuN+) expressing SF1, 15 sections with 434-1370 cells per section from three hypothalamic hemispheres were examined. The percentage of each hypothalamic hemisphere was obtained first, and then the mean of percentages from three or four hypothalamic hemispheres (n = 3 or 4) was obtained. The percentage values are shown as mean ± SEM or mean in the text and Figures.

Quantification of Population-Level Analyses

To overcome the limitation of available color channels, the following unusual staining methods were performed. To analyze all Arc neurons expressing TFs, we simultaneously immunostained NeuN, TBX3, OTP, and DLXGFP with OTP and DLXGFP sharing the same Cy2 channel (NeuN-Cy3, TBX3-Cy5, OTP-DLXGFP-Cy2). NeuN+/TBX3+/OTP+/DLXGFP+ neurons among total NeuN+ neurons were quantified (Figure 1D). To analyze the relationship between the POMC neurons and Arc1 (TBX3+/OTP-/DLXGFP-) neurons, we simultaneously immunostained POMC, TBX3, OTP, and DLXGFP with OTP and DLXGFP sharing the same Cy2 channel (POMC-Cy5, TBX3-Cy3, OTP-DLXGFP-Cy2). POMC+TBX3+/OTP-/DLXGFP- neurons among total POMC+ neurons or among total TBX3+/OTP+/DLXGFP- (Arc1) neurons were quantified (Figure 2B).

For quantifications regarding VMH and TuN neurons, delineation of boundaries was summarized as following with DAPI counterstaining used for all counting. The boundary between VMH and Arc was delineated by coordinating high density of NKX2.1+ cells in VMH and high density of OTP+ or DLXGFP+ cells in Arc. The boundary between VMH and LHA was delineated by coordinating high density of NKX2.1+ cells in VMH and high density of OTP+ or DLXGFP+ cells in LHA. The boundary between VMHdm/c and VMHvl was delineated by coordinating weak expression of NKX2.1 in VMHdm/c cells and high expression NKX2.1 in VMHvl cells, and comparing sections with the similar SF1 stained sections. The boundary between TuN and LHA was delineated by the existence of many OTP+ or DLXGFP+ cells in TuN but not LHA, and comparing sections with the similar sections from NKX2.1-Cre:H2B-GFP and vGlut2-Cre:H2B-GFP mice.

BrdU Birth-Dating Analysis

A single pulse of BrdU was intraperitoneally injected into the timed pregnant DLX5/6-Cre:H2B-GFP female mice (at E9.5, E10.5, E11.5, E12.5, E13.5, E14.5, or E15.5). Birth-dating analysis of the Arc, VMH and TuN neurons was performed at P21. For birth-dating analysis of Arc neurons, BrdU+/OTP+ neurons among total OTP+ neurons were quantified to analyze the birth-dating of Arc2 (TBX3+/OTP+/DLXGFP+) neurons because nearly all OTP+ neurons expressed DLXGFP in the Arc. BrdU+/TBX3+/DLXGFP+ neurons among total TBX3+/DLXGFP+ neurons were quantified to analyze the birth-dating of Arc3 (TBX3+/OTP+/DLXGFP+) neurons because rare DLXGFP+ neurons expressed OTP in the Arc. BrdU+/TBX3+/DLXGFP+ neurons among total TBX3+/DLXGFP+ neurons were quantified to analyze the birth-dating of Arc4 (TBX3+/OTP+/DLXGFP+) neurons because rare DLXGFP+ neurons expressed OTP in the Arc. We simultaneously stained BrdU, TBX3, OTP, and DLXGFP with OTP and DLXGFP sharing the same Cy2 channel (BrdU-Cy3, TBX3-Cy5, OTP-DLXGFP-Cy2) (Figure 4D). BrdU+/TBX3+/OTP+/DLXGFP+ neurons among total TBX3+/OTP+/DLXGFP+ neurons were quantified to analyze the birth-dating of Arc1 (TBX3+/OTP+/DLXGFP+) neurons (Figure 4E).

For birth-dating analysis of the VMHdm/c and VMHvl neurons, BrdU+/NKX2.1+ neurons among total NKX2.1+ neurons of VMHdm/c and BrdU+/NKX2.1+ neurons among total NKX2.1+ neurons of VMHvl were quantified. For birth-dating analysis of the TuN neurons, BrdU+/TFs+ (OTP+ and/or DLXGFP+) neurons among total TFs+ (OTP+ and/or DLXGFP+) neurons were quantified (Figures 6H, S6E, and S6F).